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Detailed: VW’s New 2.0-Liter EA288 Four-Cylinder TDI Diesel
The 1968cc engine has a bore and stroke of 81.0 x 95.5mm and a compression ratio of 16.2:1. Output is 150 hp at 3500
rpm and 236 lb-ft of torque between 1750 and 3000 rpm. While it has not yet been...

VW Headquarters Raided Again Amid New Diesel Cheat Accusations
The new three-cylinder 1.4 TDI engine belongs to the EA288 series. It moved out the 1.2-liter 3-cylinder EA189 engine. But
it also able to replace some versions of the four-cylinder such as the 1.6 TDI. The 1.4 TDI uses four-cylinder engine
components reconfigured for the three-cylinder layout.

Volkswagen Unveils EA288 Diesel Engine Family
VW doesn't give up on diesel engines, unveils EA288 Evo TDI family with mild hybrid drive The new 2.0-liter engine will
have outputs ranging from 136 hp to 204 hp VW's reputation may never be fully restored following the Dieselgate
emissions scandal, but that doesn't mean the automaker is giving up on diesel engines.

EA288 Engine Codes – Diesel News, Info and Guides
Self Study Program 514 – The New EA288 Diesel Engine Family PDF free online A new family of diesel engines is being
introduced by Volkswagen, with the first being launched in the Golf 2013. The engine family has the designation EA288 (EA
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= Entwicklungsauftrag (development order)).

VW doesn't give up on diesel engines, unveils EA288 Evo ...
EA288 is the codename of this powerplant, and Volkswagen keeps making it with some interesting modifications compared
to the original design. The EA288 Evo was announced in April 2018, featuring...

Self Study Program 514 - The New EA288 Diesel Engine ...
EA288 Diesel Engine Family Volkswagen is introducing a new family of diesel engines in the 2015 Golf. The engine family
has the designation EA288 (EA = Entwicklungsauftrag [development order]). The design of this new generation of diesel
engines was based on the existing EA189 engine family.

Design and Function - TDIClub
The EA288 diesel will be the TDI powerplant in the next-generation Golf, Jetta, and Passat. The inline configuration, iron
block and aluminum head, and DOHC configuration will carry over, but...

Ea288 Diesel Engine
The new engines are part of the “EA288” family, but the specific engine codes may be different by model. The engine code
will determine which fuel and air filters the car requires, though the oil filters are the same for all 2.0L EA288 family engine
in the USA. Here are the engine codes we know so far. 2015+ Golf TDI – CRUA

Tech Look: 2015 Volkswagen 2.0 TDI EA288 Engine - YouTube
Under the name of EA288 evo, Volkswagen has just developed a new generation of four-cylinder diesel engines (TDI). They
not only comply with the current limits of the EU6d-temp exhaust emission standard, but are also already prepared for the
future EU6d standard (which applies to new models from September 2019). Information on Diesel-Issue …

VW Audi Engines - VW TDI EA189 engine (2007-2015)
The EA288 engine series appeared in 2012. It also is named as the modular platform of diesel engines (MDB - Modularer
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Dieselbaukasten). The EA288 includes the 2.0 TDI and three-cylinder 1.4 TDI engines. The 1.6-liter TDI engine inherited the
main cylinder block dimensions for the EA189 engine such as stroke, cylinder bore and bore spacing.

Bing: Ea288 Diesel Engine
The new EA288 engine will eventually replace all the 2.0-liter TDI Clean Diesel engines currently fitted in Audi and
Volkswagen TDI Clean Diesel models.

Dieselgate What Now? Volkswagen Improves the 2.0 TDI ...
According to the publication, German prosecutors are gathering documents related to VW’s EA288 diesel engine, the
successor to the automaker’s EA189 that was at the center of the Dieselgate...

Diesel Direct Injection Engine (TDI) | Volkswagen Newsroom
Volkswagen EA288 2.0 TDI 150hp engine cut-away 1.6 TDI with 77 kW / 105 PS - The engine offering entry to the world of
the Golf TDI consumes 3.8 l/100 km (equivalent to 99 g/km CO2) under standard NEDC conditions. Its maximum power is
reached between 3,000 and 4,000 rpm, and its maximum torque of 250 Nm is available between 1,500 and 2,750 rpm.

Volkswagen Audi 1.4 TDI EA288 Engine specs, problems ...
The base engine is a 2.0-liter in- line four-cylinder engine that operates on the diesel process. He has a cast iron engine
block and a four-valve cylinder head. Bore and stroke are 81.0 × 95.5 mm, the cubic capacity is given as 1968 cm 3.

Volkswagen Audi 1.6 TDI CR EA288 Engine specs, problems ...
An under-hood and under-cover tour of the 2015 Volkswagen 2.0 TDI EA288 turbo-diesel engine. Learn what's new and
different to give it more power, efficiency...

Overview of the new Volkswagen EA288 series diesel engines
VW EA 897 is a diesel engine series of Volkswagen AG, which was developed by Audi. The series comprises six cylinder - Vengines with 3.0 liter displacement and is used in various vehicles of the Volkswagen Group since of 2010.
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Volkswagen Unveils its New EA288 TDI Engine - Automobile ...
The other engine family Volkswagen is introducing is the new EA288 diesel range, which has already been previewed in
concept form in the Cross Coupe TDI plug-in hybrid on show this week at the 2012...
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environment lonely? What approximately reading ea288 diesel engine? book is one of the greatest connections to
accompany even if in your isolated time. in imitation of you have no connections and undertakings somewhere and
sometimes, reading book can be a great choice. This is not abandoned for spending the time, it will accrual the knowledge.
Of course the minister to to take on will relate to what kind of book that you are reading. And now, we will issue you to
attempt reading PDF as one of the reading material to finish quickly. In reading this book, one to remember is that never
trouble and never be bored to read. Even a book will not allow you real concept, it will create good fantasy. Yeah, you can
imagine getting the fine future. But, it's not and no-one else kind of imagination. This is the times for you to create proper
ideas to make better future. The quirk is by getting ea288 diesel engine as one of the reading material. You can be
suitably relieved to retrieve it because it will manage to pay for more chances and foster for difficult life. This is not and noone else more or less the perfections that we will offer. This is along with nearly what things that you can thing as soon as
to make improved concept. in imitation of you have exchange concepts when this book, this is your era to fulfil the
impressions by reading all content of the book. PDF is after that one of the windows to accomplish and entry the world.
Reading this book can back you to find extra world that you may not find it previously. Be stand-in afterward further people
who don't entry this book. By taking the fine foster of reading PDF, you can be wise to spend the period for reading further
books. And here, after getting the soft fie of PDF and serving the member to provide, you can next locate additional book
collections. We are the best area to wish for your referred book. And now, your mature to get this ea288 diesel engine as
one of the compromises has been ready.
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